DAY 1

White Supremacy Culture Characteristics by Tema Okun

Land Acknowledgement Statement and map to find what stolen land you are on.

Research article by Goldfarb & Lieberman outlining the impacts of sex education including:
1. Child Sexual Abuse Prevention
2. Appreciation of Sexual Diversity
3. Healthy Relationships
4. Dating and Intimate Partner Violence
5. Understanding of Gender
6. Early, Scaffolded, Multigrade Approaches

Sylvia Duckworth’s illustration of the power and privilege wheel

Outspoken Sex Ed newsletter

DAY 2

Video of the adaptations from Greece

QR code generator

DAY 3

My Amaze Age Guide

NSES mapping

Playlists from some favorite sex educators

Parent letters

3Rs Lessons with Amaze videos

Resource Recommendations From Christopher Pepper in Chat (aka Mr. Health Teacher)

12 Tips to Keep in Mind When Talking to Your Kids – AMAZE

What Works in Schools for Sexual Health Education – CDC

Sex Ed to Go – Planned Parenthood of the Southwest

Professional Learning Opportunities – CA Health Education

Sexual Health Educator Training – CA Prevention Training Center

Tips for Supporting Students Who Are Intersex – Federal Department of Education

Book recommendation From Tanya Bass in Chat

Set Boundaries, Find Peace, by Nedra Glover Tawwab

Training Recommendations in Chat

Foundations Training, by Answer & Cardea

Answer’s homepage for trainings